Reframe Brand & Marketing Guidelines
Component and Style

THE REFRAME BRAND AND PILLARS

The People Leaders Community We Are Building

With use of earned and owned media, we will build a community of buyers and users
of the Reframe People Leaders Platform.

Chief Human Resource
Officers and Chief
Talent Officers

Chief Executive
Officer and Founders

Chief Marketing
Officer

USERS AND INFLUENCERS

BUYERS
•
•
•

CHRO and CTO are the proven primary buyers of
services and software to date.
CEOs ultimately give approvals for the
transformation engagement
Within the HR department is where change and
people service buyers reside.

Chief Diversity & Inclusion
Officer

•
•
•

CD&I are heavy influencers of the engagement
with co-ownership of content & curriculum.
CMO are users of the services with CHRO as
partners.
CMO engagement is the result of cross-sell with
the marketplace as the focus for change and
impact.
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Reframe Brand & Communications Architecture

The brand and communications architecture based on actual customer and user
feedback from 2015 – 2020.

Brand and Communications
• The communications (comms)
architecture should be used for
messaging and communications
development.
• This provides a plan for how
Reframe grows while defending its
positioning against deeply seeded
and well funded competitors.
• Throughout all channels of
communications, this should be
used to guide the brand and
attributes.

VALUE
PROPOSITION
THE PROBLEM

REFRAME WHY

CORPORATE
CORPORATE AMERICA
AMERICA NEEDS
NEEDS TO
TO CHANGE
CHANGE AND
AND BUILD
BUILD MORE
MORE INCLUSIVE
INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
EXPERIENCES OR
OR LOSE
LOSE EMPLOYEE
EMPLOYEE AND
AND CUSTOMERS
CUSTOMERS

INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES AT SCALE

BUYERS &
INFLUENCERS

DRIVERS TO BUY

ACCELERATE CHANGE

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS (CEO)

SERVICES &
SOFTWARE

ADVISORY & CONSULTING
SERVICES

INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE
DESIGN

BARRIERS TO
BUY

BUYERS
BENEFITS
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TECH ENABLED ADVISORY & CONSULTING SERVICES THAT HELPS
BUILD INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES AT SCALE

CONTINUOUS ORG. IMPROVEMENT

GROWTH & PERSONALIZATION

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICERS (CMO)

CONTENT & COMMUNITY
SERVICES

EXPERIENCE DESIGN AND DELIVERY
AT SCALE

CHIEF DIVERSITY OFFICERS

TECHNOLOGY

ADDRESSABLE DATA AND
PERSONALIZATION

VALUE PROPOSITION TOO CONFUSING (WHO IS IS FOR AND WHAT ARE YOU SOLVING FOR?)

ALL IN ONE SERVICES
AND SOFTWARE

BUILD INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES AT
SCALE

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
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Reframe Brand Pillars & Proof Points

Benefits for buyers versus the competition: For building inclusive experiences,
Accelerate Change, Growth and Personalization at scale
BRAND PILLARS
CHANGE
Services

PROOF POINTS

§ Workplace Change Approach (Services)
§ Inclusive Employee Experience Design
§ Cultural Maturity Model™
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Software
§ Employee Assessment (EA)
§ Content Management System (CMS)
§ Learning Management System (LMS)
Resources
§ Wiley Published Future of Work Thesis
§ Published Book #2: Reframe The
Workplace (2021)
§ Workplace Change Reports

GROWTH
Services
§ Marketplace Change Approach (Services)
§ Inclusive Customer Experience Design
§ Cross – Cultural and Poly – Cultural
Insights & Platform
Software
§ Rewards Management System (RMS)
§ Event Management System (EMS)
§ Partner Management System (PMS)
Resources
§
Published Book #1: Wiley Published
Reframe The Marketplace (2015)
§
Marketplace Change Reports

PERSONALIZATION
Software
§ Capability to personalize content,
engagement and experience.
§ Integrated experience and engagement
tools tied to measurement, data and
analytics reporting throughout the
experience journey.
Software Implementation
For buyers who elect, Reframe has the
ability to design and deliver an inclusive
experience at scale.
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BRAND GUIDELINES COMPONENT

BRAND MARK PRIMARY
The Reframe logo is the primary visual
representation of our brand. Its consistent look
and correct usage across all
applications is
paramount to the brand’s success.
The Reframe logo consists of three parts: The
Reframe word, the thick stroke containing it and
the colon centered vertically relative to the name.
The brand mark may be used in its black form on
white or on lighter backgrounds such as faded
photographs. In certain circumstances the logo may
also appear in grey so that it can live along side other
brands.
Use the white version when placing on backgrounds
when possible, whether that be textures, pictures or
colors. Be sure not to place the brand mark over any
distracting photography or textures, as it must be
clear and uncluttered.
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LOGO CLEAR SPACE

Preferred minimum clear space for print applications

1.5X

To ensure that the Reframe logo is free from visual
distraction, all supporting graphic elements must be
positioned at a minimum required distance from the
logo. This distance is known as clear space.

X

Clear space is defined in terms of the measurement X.
X is defined as the cap height of the Reframe name
within the logo. The preferred minimum clear space
around the signature for print applications is 1.5 X. The
preferred minimum clear space around the logo for
digital applications is 1 X.
For all applications, allow for increased
clear space whenever possible.

Preferred minimum clear space for digital applications
1X

X

Black Reframe logo examples

LOGO PLACEMENT
AND SIZE
LOGO PLACEMENT
It is preferred that the black Reframe logo be placed
on a white background and lighter photographs.
When using other backgrounds such as dark
photographs, textures and colors, it is preferred that
the white Reframe logo be used.

White Reframe logo examples

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
The minimum allowable size of the Reframe logo in
digital applications is 72 pixels wide. The minimum
allowable size of the Reframe logo in print
applications is 1 inch wide.
These standards assure clear reproduction of the
logo and all of its elements.

Reframe logo minimum size

1" or 72px

LOGO:
WHAT NOT TO DO
Using the Reframe logo consistently makes it a more
stable, robust and recognizable symbol. Therefore, it is
very important that the logo is always reproduced from
approved artwork. It should never be recreated,
redrawn or distorted. Any previous versions of the logo
must be replaced with the current version. Do not use
old logos.

DO NOT distort, stretch or skew

DO NOT place over a distracting background

DO NOT redraw

DO NOT change the colors

Reframe
DO NOT rotate

DO NOT use old variations

DO NOT surround with a frame

DO NOT use different colors inside or outside

The following examples are unacceptable
modifications or applications of the Reframe logo.

Logo stacked and centered above

LOCKUPS

Width should not exceed full
width of the brand mark

The Reframe logo should always be presented first
to set branding context. It should always appear
centered above or centered left of the content it is
living with, whether that be another brand mark or a
Reframe brand subcategory.
Make sure that the proper logo clear space is used
so the Reframe logo does not become crowded or
overpowered.
When appearing alongside other brand logos in a large
group, it is recommended that all of the logos receive
the same color
treatment so that they do not clash. In this case, it is ok
to apply a shade of grey to the Reframe logo.
Example of logos receiving the same
color treatment for consistency.

ACME

Logo centered left

BRAND SUBCATEGORIES
Standard logo clear
space should be used for
consistent spacing

BRAND SUBCATEGORIES
Logo stacked and centered above
Standard logo clear
space should be used for
consistent spacing

Elements should align
on horizontal centers

Logo centered left
Elements should align
on vertical centers

ACME

Full height should match cap
height of logo type

a collaboration with

ACME
Standard logo clear
space should be used for
consistent spacing

ACME
Be sure other logos do not appear
larger than the Reframe logo

Be sure other logos do
not appear larger than
the Reframe logo

Standard logo clear space should be
used for consistent spacing

MARK USE COLON
BRAND
The stylized Reframe colon brand mark should be used for social channels and
identity. It may also be used as a secondary logo or design element. It should not
replace the primary logo in communications or marketing materials. It is most
useful on open pages, such as the inside pages of a multi-page document in which
the primary logo appears at the beginning.
The Reframe colon brand mark must appear in its entirety. Do not crop or place
images or copy over it. The Reframe colon brand mark may appear in black or
white.
The same logo guidelines that apply to the main Reframe logo also apply to the
Reframe colon brand mark as well.
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COLON:
WHAT NOT TO DO
Using the Reframe colon brand mark consistently
makes it a more stable, robust and recognizable
symbol. Therefore, it is very important that the
Reframe colon brand mark is
always reproduced from approved artwork. It should
never be recreated, redrawn or distorted. Any
previous versions of the mark must be replaced with
the current version. Do not use old brand marks.

DO NOT distort, stretch or skew

DO NOT place over a distracting background

DO NOT redraw

DO NOT change the colors

:
DO NOT rotate

DO NOT use old variations

DO NOT surround with a frame

DO NOT use different colors inside or outside

The following examples are unacceptable
modifications or applications of the Reframe colon
brand mark.

COLOR RATIO
BREAKDOWN

COLOR PALETTE
Limit palette for simplicity. Colors are used to depict importance and should be
used sparingly as accents, callouts, CTAs & point of reference. Lines and small
fields are recommended.

WHITE
Allow for extra white (or negative) space
for clean and focused design.

PRIMARY COLORS

WHITE

RED

BLACK

LIGHT GREY

DARK GREY

CMYK: 0-0-0-0
RGB: 255-255-255
HEX: #FFFFFF

CMYK: 0-83-77-0
RGB: 240-83-67
HEX: #F05343

CMYK: 0-0-0-100
RGB: 0-0-0
HEX: #000000

CMYK: 23-18-18-0
RGB: 196-196-196
HEX: #C4C3C4

CMYK: 69-63-62-58
RGB: 52-51-51
HEX: #333333

RED
Used for callouts and CTAs. More of an
accent color than a fill.

BLACK
Avoid using to flood large areas. Instead,
use for accent lines and icon strokes.

SECONDARY COLORS

GREYS
Good alternative to filling spaces when white
does not work. Complements red well.

SECONDARY

YELLOW

PURPLE

BLUE

GREEN

CMYK: 15-39-93-0
RGB: 218-160-54
HEX: #dA9F35

CMYK: 56-77-40-21
RGB: 111-71-99
HEX: #6F4762

CMYK: 74-45-22-2
RGB: 78-124-160
HEX: #4E7B9F

CMYK: 56-0-36-0
RGB: 108-199-180
HEX: #6BC6B4

Use only when necessary, like contrast
colors in charts, graphs and dashboards.

SECONDARY COLOR EXAMPLES

The secondary color group complements the primary color group and should appear as little as
possible. Use when necessary, especially when creating charts, graphs, tables, etc.

USE RED

As the red represents Reframe brand as a whole, these colors should not represent specific
things consistently, so that they are not constrained in usage.

SHOWS VISUAL
DIFFERENCE

Use red along side these colors so that it still
carries the REFRAME: brand.
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50

50

As a good alternative to using the greys and
blacks of the primary color group, these
colors to allow for a greater display of
separate items.

75

100

5
40
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PHOTOGRAPHY
All photography should be simple, clean and
focused on people and society. Use as a subtle
background, texture or frame.
If colors are overpowering and fighting with brand
colors, it should be faded (dark or light) or
greyscale. Show only one photograph at a time so
the communication does not look cluttered.
Use global, unbiased, relevant photography
as the backdrop, allowing color to live
overtop and the message to be the hero.
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SAMPLE ICON SET
All future icon designs must carry this style.

ICONOGRAPHY
Icons are constructed with a single stroke weight for a
clean, professional look, while still bringing life and
energy to the brand.
Some strokes include color to reinforce the point of
reference.
Place icons after the Reframe brand mark and use in
conjunction with naming conventions whenever possible.
REGULAR ICON

The icons should live outside of circles and
other containers as often as possible.

ICON IN CIRCLE

The icons may be placed in a circle made up of the
same stroke weight for consistency. This application
may be useful when the icon lives alone without a
defined anchor point.

ICON SILHOUETTE IN CIRCLE

The icons may be placed in a solid circle. This is useful
when placed over more complex background textures or
images.

ICON COLOR VARIATION
The icons can take on the brand color in certain applications,
whether interjected in a small area or the icon as a whole.

ICON PLACEMENT
AND SIZE
ICON PLACEMENT
Place icons on a solid background whenever possible.
Care should be taken that no background
photograph or texture overwhelms the icon.
Consider color and circle options when placing over
photographic or textured backgrounds.
Position icons with naming conventions whenever
possible. Center above or left of the naming
convention with ample clear space.

MINIMUM ICON SIZE

The minimum allowable size of the icons in digital
applications is 18 pixels wide (excluding the circle
portion). The minimum allowable size of the icons in
print applications is 0.25 inches wide (excluding the
circle portion). These standards ensure clear
reproduction of the icons and all of their elements.
When using icons at small sizes, single color options
should be used to ensure optimum clarity.

0.25" or 18px

DO NOT distort, stretch or skew the icons

ICONS:
WHAT NOT TO DO

DO NOT place the icons over a distracting background

DO NOT redraw the icons

DO NOT change the icon colors

DO NOT rotate the icons

DO NOT use old variations of the icons

Using the icons consistently makes them more
recognizable across all channels of communication.
Therefore, it is very important the icons are always
reproduced from approved artwork. They should never
be recreated, redrawn or distorted. Any previous
versions of the icons must be replaced with the
current versions. Do not use old icons.
The following examples are unacceptable
modifications or applications of the Reframe
icons.

DO NOT put the circle version of the icons together

DO NOT make the icon stroke a different thickness

DO NOT put an unapproved frame around the icons

DO NOT use different colors inside or outside the icons

